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Abstract — Magnetic tunnel junctions integrated for spintransfer torque magnetoresistive random-access memory
are by far the only known solid-state memory element that
can realize a combination of fast read/write speed and high
endurance. This paper presents a comprehensive validation
of high endurance of deeply scaled perpendicular magnetic tunnel junctions (pMTJs) in light of various potential spin-transfer torque magnetoresistive random-access
memory (STT-MRAM) use cases. A statistical study is conducted on the time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB)
properties and the dependence of the pMTJ lifetime on
voltage, polarity, pulsewidth, duty cycle, and temperature. The experimental results coupled with TDDB models
project >1015 write cycles. Furthermore, this work reports
system-level workload characterizations to understand the
practical endurance requirements for realistic memory
applications. The results suggest that the cycling endurance
of STT-MRAM is “practically unlimited,” which exceeds
the requirements of various memory use cases, including
high-performance applications such as CPU level-2 and
level-3 caches.
Index Terms — Cache memory, practically unlimited
endurance, spin-transfer torque magnetoresistive randomaccess memory (STT-MRAM), time-dependent dielectric
breakdown (TDDB), unified memory.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE growing demand in the computing community for
a memory that can be both fast and nonvolatile has
led researchers to investigate a slew of new technologies.
Amongst several nonvolatile memory (NVM) candidates that
are emerging, spin-transfer torque magnetoresistive randomaccess memory (STT-MRAM) is considered attractively positioned for unified memory and cache memory applications due
to its high speed and superior cycling endurance [1]. In particular, the endurance is often conveniently cited as “unlimited”
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Fig. 1.
1-Mbit array in packaged perpendicular STT-MRAM chip
subjected to continuous cycling for 2.5 months with no failures
(write 0 → read → write1 → read in each cycle). This indicates
that it will take >1 year of continuous cycling to test the endurance up
to 1010 cycles, practically unfeasible to run testing beyond this range.

in terms of lifetime or cycle count [2]–[5], similar to the
case of static random-access memory (SRAM) or dynamic
random-access memory. However, the term “unlimited” is
neither precise nor provable. In essence, no memory can
achieve truly unlimited endurance due to factors such as
bias temperature instability or time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) [6]. Furthermore, it is not feasible to test memory arrays to such commonly referred lifetimes as 1015 or 1016
cycles within a realistic time frame. For example, shown
in Fig. 1 is a packaged 1-Mbit perpendicular STT-MRAM
chip which was subjected to consecutive write cycles for
2.5 months. In this duration, this chip was able to reach only
1.7 × 109 write cycles (without any endurance failure). This
implies that, to reach 1016 cycle as an unlimited endurance
criterion, over a million years of continuous testing would be
required. The testing time will increase further if the memory
density is larger or the write speed is slower. Taking these
factors into consideration, it becomes more appropriate to
describe an endurance lifetime or a cycle count that equates
to “practically unlimited endurance.”
Provided that STT-MRAM is to fulfill its predicted role
as a robust and customizable memory technology aimed at
disrupting the conventional memory hierarchy, the oxide tunnel barrier reliability of scaled perpendicular magnetic tunnel
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Fig. 2. (a) Representative current versus voltage of pMTJ and transistor. (b) TEM image of the pMTJ and bias polarity definitions.

junction (pMTJ) devices needs to be thoroughly understood
and validated. Though extensive studies have been conducted
on the intricacies of oxide breakdown in transistors, they
may not be applicable for the failure kinetics of the MgO
barrier because pMTJs are designed to transmit a high-density
spin-polarized current to enable switching while the gate
oxide is designed to produce low leakage current, as shown
in Fig. 2(a). In pMTJs, consequently, breakdown behaviors
depend not only on the voltage or electric field stress, but also
on the magnetotransport and self-heating (SH) effects which
are absent in typical dielectric barriers.
In our recent work [7], we reported an experimental study of
the influences of STT-MRAM functional parameters such as
write voltage, polarity, pulsewidth, duty cycle, and temperature
on the TDDB properties of advanced pMTJs of various sizes.
In this paper, we expand the study by examining the details of
the results; in particular, in light of the system-level workload
simulation results that can help understand the essence and
implication of practically unlimited endurance. To the best of
our knowledge, this paper is the first of its kind linking comprehensive experimental results to the endurance requirements
of practical STT-MRAM use cases.
The contribution of this paper includes the following:
1) we demonstrate that a large write voltage window (>1 V) is
obtainable through MgO barrier engineering and that the barrier reliability drastically improves through pMTJ size scaling
and 2) we present the results of workload characterizations
and write traffic calculations that establish the criteria for
practically unlimited endurance in broad use cases ranging
from unified embedded NVM to high-performance cache.
In combination, these results confirm that STT-MRAM with
high-quality pMTJs can exceed the endurance requirements of
a variety of applications, including level-2 and level-3 caches
built on sub-10-nm FinFET process technologies.
II. D EVICES FABRICATION AND C HARACTERIZATION
Co-/Pt-based pMTJ stacks with dual free layer MgO interfaces [Fig. 2(b)] were deposited on 300-mm wafers by an
Applied Materials Endura sputtering system. The resistancearea product (RA) of these films was 10 ·μm2. 1-Gbit arrays
of devices with diameters of 70–25 and 200–130 nm pitch
were fabricated. Details of these arrays and characterization of
their temperature-dependent properties have been described in
our prior work [8]–[9]. Further optimizations of materials and

processes have enabled 45-nm diameter pMTJs with higher
coercivity (median Hc = 3500 and 2000 Oe at 25 and 125 °C,
respectively) and thermal stability parameter (median  = 133
at 25 °C) [7].
In order to accurately assess the intrinsic reliability of
the pMTJ devices, it is necessary to fabricate statistically
valid groups of devices that are free from extrinsic barrier
defects or etching damage. Such extrinsic factors can cause
the broadening of TDDB lifetime dispersions or the emergence
of bimodal distributions that may lead to misinterpretation of
the reliability physics. For this work, the parallel (P) state
resistance, tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR), and size variations in the arrays are well controlled, with σRp/ μRp = 7.5%,
σTMR/ μTMR = 5.5%, and σCD = 1.7 nm [7].
TDDB measurements under constant voltage stress (CVS)
and pulsed voltage stress were carried out to study the MgO
barrier endurance. Constant-stress studies, which do not rely
on any underlying assumption of appropriate TDDB acceleration models (E, 1/E, and V), were chosen over ramp-to-failure
investigations. These models were evaluated through fitting
and will be described in the following section. Voltage stress is
provided directly to the pMTJs through ground-signal-ground
RF probes. In all magnetotransport and voltage stress tests
described in this paper, the positive polarity direction is defined
as an electron transport from the free layer into the reference
layer [P → antiparallel (AP) switching], accordingly, resulting
in oxide breakdown in the AP state [shown in Fig. 2(b)].
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

A. Constant Voltage Stress
The variation in breakdown times of a group of pMTJs can
be described by a well-known Weibull distribution

β
F(tbd ) = 1 − exp −tbd /t63
(1)
where β represents the dispersion parameter (Weibull slope)
and t63 is the characteristic time to breakdown at the failure
percentage of 63.2%. The cumulative failure probability can
be visualized in Weibull plots of the time to breakdown (tbd )
def

W = ln[− ln (1 − F(tbd )]

(2)

where β is represented by the straight line slope of W
versus ln(tbd ) [10]. The Weibull plots that depict the pMTJ
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Fig. 3. Weibull plots of integrated breakdown time for different processes.
Improved breakdown voltage and higher β achieved through process
optimization (75–480 samples for each plot) [7].

TDDB distributions for varying processes are shown in Fig. 3.
Each breakdown distribution contains at least 75–480 samples
randomly selected from 1-Gbit arrays, allowing for an accurate
extraction of t63 and β. In all distributions described, β was
between 1 and 1.4 except for poorly controlled process conditions. This indicates a low prevalence of premature or extrinsic
failures leading to a relatively tight dispersion, especially
considering that the dielectric thickness is only ∼1 nm.
Assuring that process-related extrinsic defects do not
degrade β is of great significance because the reliable life (TR )
at a specified population fraction (R)
TR (R) = t63 [− ln (R)]

1/β

(3)

is strongly affected by β. For example, when considering the
time to failure for the worst 1 ppm, a mild reduction in β from
1 → 0.75 results in a 100× decrease in the reliable life. In our
pMTJs, substantial reliability improvements were achieved by
barrier deposition and etching process optimization. As shown
in Fig. 3, a relatively constant t63 could be maintained for
higher stress voltages while β increased by a factor of ∼3 from
0.37 to 1.10.
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Fig. 4. (a) Weibull plots of integrated breakdown time for pulsed stress
and CVS. (Inset) t63 versus pulse widths. (b) Weibull plots of integrated
breakdown time for various duty cycles (%). (Inset) t63 versus duty
cycle [7].

Fig. 5. (a) Ramped breakdown distributions showing the polarity dependence, with (+) possessing a higher Vbd than (−). (Inset) representative
resistance versus voltage plot. (b) Weibull plots with positive, negative,
and bipolar bias voltage (1.15 V CVS).

B. Pulsewidth and Duty-Cycle Effects
The presence of fast oxide-trap generation and detrapping
effects can lead to drastically different failure times depending
on the pulsewidth and duty cycle of the voltage stress [11].
Given that one of the likely writing scenarios for STT-MRAM
is fast pulsed operation with relatively low duty cycle, CVS
TDDB characterization may underestimate the lifetime.
The integrated time to breakdown (Npulses × ton ) for 200 ns
to 20 ms pulses using the voltage stress at 1.13 V is compared to CVS in Fig. 4(a) (Weibull distributions shown for
200 ns, 20 ms, and CVS). A slight increase in t63 appears
only for pulses shorter than 500 ns, and all longer pulses
demonstrate an equivalence of integrated time to breakdown
and CVS [Fig. 4(a) inset]. Regardless of the pulsing conditions, the Weibull plots of the breakdown distributions are
nearly overlapping each other. By comparing all distributions
using a matrix of two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests for
distribution equivalence, no statistically significant difference

Fig. 6. Voltage window (Vbd, 50 ns − Vc, 50 ns ) distributions.

is found between 200 ns and 20 ms pulses and CVS (typical
P values >0.2).
The same procedure was implemented for comparing the
impact of voltage stress duty cycle on the time to failure.
Pulses with Vstress = 1.18 V were applied with duty cycles
between 1% and 90% (defined as dc = ton /[ton + toff ])
until devices failed due to a hard breakdown. All Weibull
TDDB distributions were again found to be overlapped as
shown in Fig. 4(b), and no statistically significant differences
were observed between 1% and 90% (typical P values >0.5).
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Fig. 7. (a) Weibull TDDB plots of pMTJ breakdown between 25 °C and 125 °C with 1.05-V CVS. (b) Temperature versus time from 3-D thermal
simulation at 25 °C showing a rapid heating within 25 ns of bias application. (Inset) cross section view of pMTJ simulation.

Fig. 8. (a) t63 for (+) and (−) polarity fit by E and 1/E breakdown models. (b) t63 and t1 ppm fit and extrapolated to operating conditions, indicating
an endurance of more than 1015 cycles [7].

Combined, the equivalence of assorted pulse widths and duty
cycles suggest a progressive wear-out mechanism without
strong contributions from fast detrapping effects over the
pulsewidth and duty cycle ranges examined.

C. Polarity Effects
A significant difference in breakdown behavior is observed
between positive and negative bias polarities. This effect
can be seen in the breakdown voltage (Vbd ) distributions in
Fig. 5(a) and in the Weibull TDDB plots in Fig. 5(b). A
CVS degrades the barrier of the pMTJ over time, resulting
in an increase of the tunneling current before reaching hard
breakdown. The polarity dependence manifests as a difference
between the positive and negative Vbd . Fig. 5(a) shows Vbd
distributions from the voltage ramp-to-breakdown testing for
both polarities. The Vbd of positive polarity is 70 mV higher
than that of negative polarity (4.5% difference in Vbd with P
value <10−28 ). The proposed reason involves the modulation
of the tunneling current due to the pMTJ state and the
strong bias dependence of Rap . For a ramped stress, the

breakdown occurs when a set of (+) and (−) voltages produces
approximately the same absolute current.
The polarity effect can be observed in the time domain, such
as in Fig. 5(b), by comparing the +1.15 and −1.15 V time to
breakdown distributions and noting ∼20 times greater t63 for
positive polarity stress. For the example device in Fig. 5(b),
I (−1.15 V) = 220 μA but I (+1.15 V) = 186 μA, resulting
in substantially more SH for the (−) bias and leading to a
faster breakdown. The t63 is worse for the bipolar pulse stress
compared with the unipolar cases as shown in Fig. 5(b), which
appears to be consistent with other studies [11]. The physical
mechanism of this reduced lifetime needs further investigation
despite the fact that the applied bipolar duty cycle of this work
does not represent a realistic memory use case.

D. Write Voltage Window
We have measured a large operating window in 45-nm
pMTJ devices, which possess a median Vbd, 50 ns −Vc, 50 ns >
1 V for both polarities (Vc : switching voltage). As shown
in Fig. 6, the separation between the median Vc and the median
Vbd is 18 σ and 25 σ for AP → P and P → AP, respectively.
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This margin is adequate to cover the temporal and spatial
variations of switching. When the switching and breakdown
distributions on identical devices are considered, the worst bit
out of 1 Gbit (∼6 σ ) still maintains ample write-to-breakdown
separations of 0.44 and 0.68 V for AP → P and P → AP
switching, respectively [7].

E. Temperature Dependence and Self-Heating Effects
Temperature has a substantial impact on the time to failure
due to thermally enhanced bond breakage above critical fields.
CVS TDDB properties between 25 °C and 125 °C were
investigated and shown in Fig. 7(a). β remained relatively
independent of temperature (1.1–1.4) but a substantial reduction of t63 was observed, with t63, 25 °C ∼ 250 × t63, 125 °C .
Due to the several orders of magnitude difference between
the transistor gate dielectric leakage current and typical pMTJ
switching current densities [Fig. 2(a)], the Joule heating of the
MgO barrier needs to be considered. The 3-D finite-element
modeling results of Joule heating in a pMTJ, its top and
bottom electrodes, and its encapsulation are shown in Fig. 7(b).
In Fig. 7(b), a 50-nm pMTJ subjected to typical operating
voltages (e.g., 0.25–0.5 V) at room temperature would experience relatively a mild barrier temperature increase of ∼20 °C
within 25 ns. But, this heating increases quadratically with
bias voltage. The barrier temperature can reach 120 °C at
1 V, negatively impacting the time to failure substantially. This
clearly shows the importance of controlling switching voltage
as a critical design parameter.
F. Acceleration Models and Endurance Extrapolation
Even though a large write margin was demonstrated,
the voltage window value itself does not provide a concrete description of the time-to-failure at specific operating
points. To understand the reliability at typical write voltages,
breakdown statistics from a wide range of stress voltages
(0.95–1.50 V) were collected, with t63 spanning 9 orders of
magnitude in time. The resultant t63 values are shown in
Fig. 8(a) along with fitting comparisons to two commonly
known TDDB acceleration models. It is apparent that the
exponential E-model provides a poor fit over this voltage
range, failing to fit both the low and high voltage ranges
simultaneously. The best fits for the positive and negative
polarity lifetimes are provided by the 1/E model. This model
and the average β for all these distributions were used to
extrapolate the t63 and t1ppm lifetimes. As shown in Fig. 8(b),
the ten year, 50% duty-cycle reliability (> 1015 ×50-ns cycles)
can be achieved over the range of operating voltages. As noted
in Section I, it is virtually impossible to test this level of
cycling endurance on a realistic memory array. In our prior
work [7], however, a representative single device was subjected
to cycling (±0.65 V, 50 ns) at 90% duty cycle for more than
two months, achieving an endurance of >1014 without any
degradation (test eventually aborted due to time constraints).
G. Use Cases and Practically Unlimited Endurance
We have projected that even the weakest 1 ppm of
pMTJs possess an endurance of more than 1015 write cycles

Fig. 9. Calculated ten year endurance requirements for L2 and L3
SRAM or MRAM based on cache access frequency (obtained through
SPEC CPU2006 workload simulations).

(Fig. 8(b)), a range that is often considered unlimited [12]–[14]. However, the actual endurance requirements
of various applications are not aligned with this description,
as shown in Table I. For example, one of the highly sought
implementations of STT-MRAM is the replacement of the
SRAM level-3 (L3) or level-2 (L2) cache in a processor. We
conducted system-level workload characterizations with deep
learning and memory-intensive SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks
running on a modern processor (Quad-Core Intel Skylake,
256 KByte/core L2, 1.5 MByte/core L3, 64 Byte cache line).
The frequency of cache accesses was found to be 1–20 million
accesses per core per second for L3 and 10–100 million
accesses per core per second for L2. If ten years of 100%
system uptime is assumed, the memory cells in the L2 cache
would need to be resilient against as many as 1013 write cycles.
An iso-area implementation of STT-MRAM in this scenario
enables a denser cache due to STT-MRAM’s smaller bitcell
footprint and allows the writes to be more sparsely distributed. In this case, devices in L2 and L3 would experience
approximately 1012 and 1010 writes, respectively, as shown in
Fig. 9. For unified embedded NVM implementations of STTMRAM [15]–[16], such as in wearables and Internet-of-Things
devices, the ten year write access estimation is also well below
1015 cycles. Depending on the density and performance, only
between 109 and 1010 cycles are expected. Precise estimations
are dependent on specific applications and usage patterns.
However, the results of our work provide a useful upper
bound on the classification of practically unlimited endurance
through the conservative assumption of relatively high write
duty cycles with 100%, uninterrupted system utilization.
The most unlikely, but an extreme write case occurs during
a “repeated address attack” (R.A.A), where an attacker stresses
a single cache line repeatedly in hopes of causing a hard
error [17], [18]. For an AP–P write voltage of −0.55 V,
the worst 1 ppm still survives this attack for 7.2 years and
a typical device survives for 107 years.
As summarized in Table I, the use case simulations indicate
that STT-MRAM can be used for target applications without
the concern of endurance failure. Furthermore, the ability for
devices to sustain well beyond the required 1012 cycles for
practically unlimited endurance can enable greater flexibility
in write driver design for more efficient write operation by
minimizing write error rates.
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TABLE I
STT-MRAM E XAMPLE U SE C ASES AND E NDURANCE R EQUIREMENTS

Fig. 10. (a) t63 versus voltage plots for 25-, 45-, and 70-nm diameter devices. Dashed lines represent area scaled data to 25 nm. By combining
area scaling and SH, all data match the reference (bold black line). (Inset) example Weibull plots for several different diameter devices. (b) Barrier
temperature versus voltage from 3-D thermal simulation at 25 °C for three different pMTJ sizes with the same barrier RA product [7].

H. Device Size Scaling
Scaling down the size of pMTJs can reduce the switching
current substantially to enable fast switching in compact
bitcells. By reducing the diameter of devices below 30 nm,
the switching current can be compatible with the current
drivability of sub-10 nm FinFET access transistors. Along
with relevant power, performance, and area benefits, we now
show that the endurance also significantly improves as pMTJs
are scaled down [Fig. 10(a)]. It is worth noting that β is
maintained around ∼1 even in small devices (25 nm) as shown
in the inset of Fig. 10(a). For device areas corresponding to
70-, 45-, and 25-nm diameter, the t63 at 1.25 V increases
dramatically by ∼57 000 times (from 0.01 → 0.2 → 570 s).
It is observed that the average Vbd also increases from 1.63 to
1.91 V by shrinking the pMTJ diameter from 45 to 25 nm.
This improvement rate is greatly beyond the range attributable
to the Poisson area scaling
 1/β
A2
t63,1
=
(4)
t63,2
A1

or defect clustering due to oxide variations [19]. Instead,
the measured improvement can be attributed to the effect
of reduced SH in smaller pMTJs, as shown in Fig. 10(b).
By considering both the SH and Poisson area scaling effects,
a consistent set of lifetimes was found for all sizes as shown
in Fig. 10(a). The observation that Vbd increases as pMTJs are
scaled implies a larger write window for advanced technology
nodes.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a comprehensive study on the endurance
of the MgO tunnel barrier of STT-MRAM was conducted
with respect to several operating parameters such as write
voltage, polarity, pulsewidth, duty cycle, and temperature.
The experimental results and TDDB models of this work
project >1015 write cycles. Furthermore, through system-level
workload characterizations and write traffic calculations for
a variety of memory applications, we have found that write
endurance in the range of 1012 cycles would be sufficient
for practically unlimited operations. The results of this paper
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suggest that a large write voltage window along with practically unlimited endurance can be obtained in advanced pMTJs.
In addition, the TDDB and breakdown voltage studies of
deeply scaled devices down to 25-nm diameter revealed that
the endurance improved further with reduction in device size,
presenting a favorable prospect for embedded STT-MRAM for
sub-10 nm CMOS nodes.
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